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Marshmallows, Campfires
and the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh

The initial dissection with Mr Jeff Downie in watercolour by Philip Jones

It isn’t every day that inviting a family to share marshmallows around
a campfire on a beach on Mull, Scotland leads to illustrating a head
dissection at the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh. Yet that is
exactly what happened to me last year.
Surgeon Jeff Downie and his girls spent a happy evening sharing
marshmallows and in the adults’ case, a glass of wine around the
campfire and we got talking about our professions; Jeff turned out to
be a maxillofacial surgeon from Glasgow. Our conversation led to an
invitation to the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh to participate
in the anatomical facial lectures and dissections that Jeff leads for
plastic and ENT trainees.
The course runs over three days and involves cadaveric dissections
highlighting areas of surgery including mid-face rejuvenation, nasal
assessment and open rhinoplasty, upper/lower blepharoplasty, ear
dissection, nasal tip suture practice and face lifting techniques using
botulinum toxins/fillers/fats and resurfacing. My role was to illustrate
and document the dissection of surface tissue and the layers that
make up the lateral aspect of the mid-face, exploring the anatomy
of this area of the face with focus on the anatomy of the SMAS layer
and the orbicularis region. I also had the opportunity for my personal
development and research and with guidance from Jeff, to dissect and
explore the root of the facial nerve.
The work carried out will be used for a set of slides for lectures by
surgeons and a pharmaceutical company. To be given access to
specimens and teaching of such a high standard was truly a privilege,
and to be invited back again is an honour, this time as a tutor of

Position of the zygomatic ligament
(watercolour and Conté pencil) sketch by Philip Jones

illustration for the surgeons. I will demonstrate how to draw the face
with helpful tips for the non-artists amongst the group.
It’s quite incredible where such chance meetings can lead. Jeff and I
have been asked by a scientific magazine to submit an article about
the importance of medical illustration. I am now in the process of
writing about the unnoticed artist behind the key scientific illustrations
of our profession.
Philip Jones
MAA Member

Charlotte Holt Workshops - 2017 and 2018

A student’s wax model of the knee in progress during the workshop

During the academic year 2017/2018, the MAET organised
and ran the first series of innovative workshops for medical art
students, medical artists and any person working or
training within the medical profession; thus developing an
exciting educational partnership bringing art and anatomy training
together. These were held at the Gordon Museum and our thanks go to
Mr. William Edwards, Curator for his unstinting support.
This series of five workshops was developed to evolve a
sequence of advanced anatomical wax modelling workshops, each
studying one area in detail; beginning with the anatomy of the hand,
then the foot, the shoulder, the hip and concluding with the knee.
These workshops also complemented the anatomical tutorials within
the MAET coursework syllabus.
Each workshop attendee was supplied with a pre-cast model or joint
and wax to create the structures and tools to work with. Each session
was planned and tutored by our excellent professional medical artist
and osteologist Catherine Sulzmann. After an initial introduction,
Catherine began by highlighting bony anatomical landmarks, with
accompanying handouts and reference in plentiful supply; everyone
began to build their models.
Each area began with the innermost structures such as the cartilage,
then to ligaments, tendons, muscles; including key nerves and vessels
where applicable, and understanding where these structures attach
and insert and how they interrelate to each other.
At the end of the day each attendee could take their anatomical wax
model home to keep, and to continue working on if they wished.
The workshops were very well received, with good attendance. We
had requests for us to repeat and hold more workshops; so looking
ahead to 2019 we are already planning more events, which will cover
a combination of traditional art and digital techniques. Keep an eye on
the MAET website for details!
Joanna Cameron
MAET Education Director

Wax model of the shoulder

27th AEIMS Congress and BIOMAB
University of Antwerp, Belgium.
12th-13th October 2018

AEIMS Congress and BIOMAB photograph 2018

for Sculptors’, ‘Forensic Medicine – a Case
Study’, ‘The Medical Doctor as Curator’
and ‘Exploring facial reconstruction through
artistic interventions’ by Mark Roughley
(Liverpool).
Throughout the day there was an exhibition
and silent auction of the artwork. The
exhibit closed with a Reception and Award
Ceremony for the best entries.
Joanna Cameron
MAET Education Director
MAET student Merlin Strangeway’s
artwork featured on the congress bag!
MAET students Laura Watson with Dr. Ellen Lever

This year’s AEIMS congress was hosted by
‘Biological and Medical Art Belgium’ (BIOMAB)
at the University of Antwerp over two days in
October 2018.
Current AEIMS President, Pascale Pollier, Dr.
Ann Van De Velde and Professor Van Glabeek
created BIOMAB from a visionary concept
back in 2009.
The University of Antwerp wholeheartedly
embraced and supported the bringing
together of students, artists, their tutors and
professionals and in so doing making this an
exceptional educational event. The MAET
were involved from the outset as we could see
the benefits this vision could bring; especially
in bringing so many students and tutors
together from across Europe and America,
indeed the world. There were 150 attendees
over the two days.
Seven MAET students and tutors; Catherine
Sulzmann and Jo Cameron made their way

by Eurostar for an anticipated two days in
Antwerp.
The Congress began with a full day of drawing
from dissected specimens, many being fresh
frozen giving the students a chance to see
true anatomical colours.
The drawing day drew to a close with an
excellent talk by Peter Bols on Veterinary
Medicine as a Visual Scientist in 18th Century
France.
The evening then concluded back in the
centre of Antwerp with a fabulous reception
and Congress Annual Dinner at the University
Club.
Saturday followed with a full day of great
presentations covering topics such as
‘Anatomy for Sculptors’, ‘Surgery as an Art
Form’ by Francis Wells (Cambridge), ‘The
New Anatomy Museum in Riga’, ‘3D Printing
goes Mammoth’, ‘Comparative Pathology

Margot Cooper receiving her award

Congratulations to Margot Cooper
- Limbs & Things for winning the
‘Inflexion Entrepreneur of the Year’
award at the 17th Lloyds Bank National
Business Awards on Tuesday 13th
November, 2018. Focusing on the
contribution of a dynamic, creative and
visionary leader, this Award recognises
an enterprising individual who has
achieved sustained levels of growth and
strong financial performance through a
culture of innovation, resilience and an
ethos of inspiring others through their
leadership style. Thoroughly deserved
Margot… well done!
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Disclaimer
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MAA wishes to make it clear that the data and opinions
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whatsoever for the consequences of any such inaccurate
or misleading data, opinion or statement.
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